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ABSTRACT: The collection of abundant information sources accessible on the web today provides ideal opportunities 
and challenges to web mining for a varied range of applications. Web mining is the integration of much information 
gathered by data mining techniques and methodologies which is used to extract information from web data. It has three 
general categories, namely web content, web structure, and web usage mining.  The web usage mining is used to 
determine valuable information from navigation of web users. It has three phases such as data pre-processing, pattern 
discovery and pattern analysis. This paper intends pattern discovery using various classification techniques to 
determine which classification technique such as Naïve Bayesian, CART, k-nearest neighbour which has the maximum 
accuracy and minimum error rate. The primary objectives of this paper are to identify the interest of user access pattern 
from the weblogs defining specific website. 
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            I. INTRODUCTION 

      Now days, the World Wide Web contains the enormous information which is rapidly developing till the billions   of 
users day by day increase and their needs also grows. It is very tough task to retrieve the exact  information       from 
web pages so one of the application techniques of data mining can be used to retrieve the data such as            web 
mining. It used to discover or extract the knowledge from web files which has three general categories, namely web 
content, web structure, web usage mining.  Web content mining is used to mine the content of a web page such as 
image, video, text etc. It is focused on the structure of the inner document level of web pages while web structures 
mining focused link structure of the inter document level with the related web pages. Web structure mining is used   to 
generate the structural summary of web sites. Web usage mining is the final phase of web mining, which is used to 
mine the interesting patterns from web logs. It helps to know the browser activities of websites which has three stages 
such as data preprocessing, pattern discovery, pattern analysis[1].  

        This paper deals with data preprocessing and pattern discovery of web usage mining. Data preprocessing   is used 
to remove the irrelevant, noisy data from weblogs. Pattern discovery is the next phase of preprocessing which takes the 
input as preprocessed weblogs.  In pattern discovery, the data mining techniques of classification, clustering, 
association and machine learning can be applied, which is used to discover the interesting patterns.  In this paper, 
classification techniques like KNN, CART, and Naïve Bayesian are used to identify the web users based on the 
accuracy and error rate using data mining tools weka and rapid miner.     

     II. RELATED WORK 

       In [2] the author has done an experiment on the college data set to find the user access patterns with use of naïve 
bayesian algorithm in weka tool. The main goal of this paper to identify the browser behaviour but the naïve bayesian 
is not classified in the undefined class. In [3] the author proposed efficient technique cart algorithm which is to identify 
the interested user. This is not only reducing the irrelative attributes but also reduces the error rate. The proposed cart 
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algorithm is better than existing algorithm of Naïve bayesian. In [4] the author has a study of automatic web usage data 
of recommendation system using k-nearest neighbour on RSS web site. The result of K-NN classifier is transparent, 
consistent, straightforward and simple. 

     III. DATA PREPROCESSING 
 
Data preprocessing is the fundamental steps of web usage mining.  In this step the log file will be cleaned which means 
to remove the noisy, incomplete data from weblog file and identify the user session identification.[6]  
 
A.Log file: 
The web server log file collected from” http//www.hoonlir.com/log/ access.log” which is dated from 9.1.2016 to 
15.1.2016. There are totally 4193   raw log entries are presented.  
 

 
 

Fig 1.  Sample raw logs 
 

B. Data cleaning: 
In data cleaning the unwanted logs files  will be eliminated  such as the image file (.jpeg,.jpg), failed http code (error 
code ), spider log( robots.txt), and other file like style sheet (.css , .log) which type of log files will be cleaned in data 
cleaning step[7].  
 
C. User/session identification: 
The next step of data cleaning is user identification and session identification. User identification is identifying the web 
user with their unique IP address which is used to know about who accessed the web page. Session identification is 
used to identify how long the users spend on the web page. The default session timing is 30 minutes if the time exceeds 
more than 30 minutesthe next session will be started even the same user spend on the same web page [8]. There are 253 
unique users are identified in the preprocessing stepwhich the each unique user is spending 30 minutes on each session. 
 
 
 

           IV. PATTERN DISCOVERY 

http://www.hoonlir.com/log/
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             Pattern discovery is the one of the phases of web usage mining. In this stage, the various data mining 
techniques available such as classification, clustering, association rules, sequential pattern. It can be applied on the 
preprocessed weblogs and discover the useful patterns which is used to easily know the browser behaviour[8]. This 
paper proposed  to classify the weblogs using classification algorithms based on the accuracy and error rate. 
 
A. Existing system: 

In data mining, classification is the supervised learning function that assigns objects in a collection to target 
class or categories. The main purpose of the classification is to precisely predict the target class or objects whose class 
label is indefinite.  There are various techniques available in the classification that is naïve Bayesian, decision tree, cart, 
k- nearest neighbour, rule based, support vector machine all of these algorithms help to predict the class name which 
the item’s label is unknown.  In the existing system, the Naïve Bayesian (NB) classification technique using weka tool 
for identifying the constant access pattern and to categorize the browser behaviour of the   user.[2] 

The naïve bayesian (NB) is the one of the familiar classification technique which is used in the existing system 
using weka tool for identifying constantly the access pattern and to categorize the browser behaviour of the user. The 
naïve Bayesian shows better result in time and memory utilization it can be applied to any weblog files [5], but the fact 
is many attributes are not used for classifying as they are irrelevant. The naïve Bayesian has low level time complexity, 
but the efficiency as per the accuracy and error rate is not adequate. This paper is induced compared toother  two 
classification algorithms, namely k-nearest neighbour, cart  using weka and rapid miner tool for identifying the frequent 
web user from preprocessed weblogs. 

 
B. Proposed system: 

In the proposed system, the other two classification algorithms compared to Naïve Bayesian such k-nearest neighbour 
and simple cart algorithm.  The K- nearest neighbour (K-NN) is one of classification technique that is very simple and 
easy to understand but works extremely well in practice.  The K-NN is a non- parametric lazy learning algorithm, 
which needs to establish a consistent, flexible [4].  The K-NN uses the simple Euclidean distance to measure the 
closeness between the test tuples and training tuples. The simple CART such as a decision tree algorithm abbreviates 
classification and regression tree. It is a classification technique which is used for data analysis and prediction, mainly 
this algorithm best for the training tuples. The simple cart used the best splitting attribute is entropy, which generates 
only two children[3].  
Formula for Accuracy: 

          Number of correctly classified instances 
                         Accuracy = -------------------------------------------------------× 100 
       Total number of instances 
 
 
Formula for Error Rate: 
 
              Number of incorrectly classified instances 
           Error Rate = --------------------------------------------------------× 100 
      Total number of instances 

 
    The preprocessed weblogs are loaded into the weka and rapid miner tool. The classification algorithms of K-nearest 
neighbour, Naïve Bayesian, cart are applied to the web logs.   
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Fig 2.  Accuracy and Error rate  of KNN in Weka 

In Fig 2 shows the k -nearest neighbour classification algorithm applied to weblogs using weka tools. It shows the 
accuracy and the error rate of k- nearest neighbour which is the total number of input instances is 253. The number of 
correctly classified instances 242 and the number of incorrectly classified instances is 11. So the accuracy of k- nearest 
neighbour is 95.622 and the error rate is 4.3478.  The k- nearest neighbour displays the highest accuracy and lowest 
error rate in the weka tool.                     

 

     Fig 3. Accuracy and Error rate of KNN in Rapid Miner 

In Fig 3 shows the classification technique of k-nearest neighbour are applied on the preprocessed weblogs using the 
rapid miner tool. It is familiar and user friendly tool of data mining.  The weblogs are well classified using   
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classification algorithms in the rapid miner tool. In rapid miner tool, there are total numbersof input instance is 253. 
The preprocessed weblogs  are classified in that there are 172 non interested users and 81 interested users are presents 
which means there  are 81 users only to view  and place the order of product in that  websites other 172 users are not 
placing any order  in that website but they just visit the websites.  The k- nearest neighbour shows the accuracy is 96.03 
and the error rate is 3.05. Another two algorithms like naïve bayesian and cart not shows this much level of high 
accuracy and low error rate. 
 
                 V. RESULT AND FINDINGS 

This paper conferred about identifying web user access pattern from weblogs using various classification algorithms, 
namely K- nearest neighbour, naïve bayesian, cart which is based on the accuracy and error rate. 

 

Fig 4. Accuracy of classification techniques 

 Fig 4. Shows the accuracy of various classification techniques in weka and rapid miner tools gives almost same 
accuracy of each algorithm. The total number of taken input instance is 253. The naïve bayesian has correctly classified 
instance is 240 so theaccuracy of naïve bayesian is around 94 in both weka and rapid miner. The simple cart algorithm 
shows 88.9 accuracy in weka and 89.72 in rapid miner tool because the simple cart has correctly classified the instance 
is only 225. The K-nearest neighbour gives the 95.6 accuracy in weka and 96.3 in rapid miner which is 242 instances 
are correctly classified by K-nearest neighbour. According to weka and rapid miner KNN has high performance 
compared to other two algorithms. The K-nearest neighbour gives the maximum accuracy and minimum error rate and 
cart algorithm give the lowest accuracy and highest error rate in both tools. Compared to naïve bayesian and simple cart 
the K-nearest neighbour has correctly classified the instances with better accuracy.  
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Fig 5. Error rate of classification techniques 

The above Fig 5 shows the error rate of classification techniques which helps to know the minimum error rate belongs 
to which classification algorithm. The error rate of naïve bayesian is 5.3 in weka and 3.9 in rapid miner which means 
13 instances are incorrectly classified by naïve bayesian. The simple cart algorithm has highest error rate in weka as 
well as rapid miner such as 13.6 and 7.6 error rate is occurring because 28instances are incorrectly classified by simple 
cart algorithm. The K- nearest neighbour gives around 3 to 4 range of error rate in both weka and rapid miner tools 
which are 11 instances are only incorrectly classified by K- nearest neighbour. Among these three classification 
algorithms the simple cart gives a maximum error rate, but the k-nearest neighbour shows the minimum rate in both 
tools. 
 
                   VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The web is the huge repository of web documents which is a very difficult task to retrieve the exact data from 
web pages. Web mining technique is very helpful in mining the data from web pages. In this paper, the data 
preprocessing of weblogs is done effectively, which the preprocessed weblogs are taken as input in pattern discovery. 
In pattern discovery the k- nearest neighbour classification algorithm performs well compared to naïve bayesian and 
cart algorithm. The k- nearest neighbour algorithm shows a maximum accuracy and minimum error rate in both weka 
and rapid miner tools. It's very helpful to find the frequent web users from web logs of the specific website.  The future 
work of this paper to use various classification algorithms to be applied on web logs which is used to predict the page 
rank of website such as commercial or non-commercial web pages. 
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